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In this paper, the authors consider the forced delay differential equation
x9 t q a t x t q b t x t y t s f t , EŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where a, b, and f are continuous v-periodic functions, b has fixed sign, and t ) 0.
Ž .They give sufficient conditions for E to have periodic solutions. In a second
Ž .result, they give sufficient conditions for every solution of E to asymptotically
approach a periodic solution of the equation. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the forced delay differential equation
x9 t q a t x t q b t x t y t s f t , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where
Žw . .a, b, f g C 0, ‘ , R , a and b are v-periodic, b has fixed sign, 1.2Ž .
and there exists a positive integer n such that t s nv.
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Ž .Recently, the asymptotic behavior of solutions of Eq. 1.1 under condition
Ž . w x1.2 has been studied in 2 , and the following result is a consequence of
Theorem 1 in that paper.
THEOREM A. Assume that
t
a s q b s ds s 0, 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
‘ t
f t exp a s q b s ds dt exists, 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hž /0 0
and either
t




b t - 0 and b s ds ) y1. 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž .If x t is a solution of Eq. 1.1 with
w x w xx t s f t for t g yt , 0 , where f g C yt , 0 , R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
then
t




t1 y H b s dsŽ .0
0 t
= f 0 y exp a s q t q b s q t ds b t q t f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H½ ž /yt 0
‘ t
q f t exp a s q b s ds dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 5ž /0 0
Remark 1. It is easy to see that Theorem A follows from Theorem 1 in
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .2 once we note that 1.3 and 1.5 ] 1.6 imply
t t
< <ye - sgn b exp a s ds b s ds - exp y1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
Ž . w xwhich is condition 2.2 in 2 . Also see Remark 4 in Section 3 below.
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Ž .By noting that a and b are v-periodic and 1.3 holds, it is easy to check
Ž tŽ Ž . Ž .. .that, for every constant c, c exp yH a s q b s ds is an v-periodic0
Ž .solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding to Eq. 1.1 . Hence,
Ž .every solution of Eq. 1.1 is asymptotically periodic. However, by noting
Ž . Ž .1.4 , we see that Theorem A cannot be applied to the case where f t is
Ž .v-periodic except in the trivial case f t ’ 0. Our aim in this paper is to
Ž .study the asymptotic behavior of Eq. 1.1 when f is also v-periodic. We
Ž .will show that, under certain conditions, Eq. 1.1 has periodic solutions,
Ž .and every solution of Eq. 1.1 is asymptotically periodic. In the following
Ž .discussion, without specific mention, we always assume that 1.2 holds and
f is also v -periodic.
2. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
Ž .In this section, we establish conditions under which Eq. 1.1 has a
t-periodic solution. Consider, first, the homogeneous equation
x9 t q a t x t q b t x t y t s 0 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and the equation without delay
x9 t q a t x t s 0. 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .The general solution of 2.2 is
t
x t s c exp y a s ds ,Ž . Ž .Hž /0
Ž .where c is a constant. To find a solution of 2.1 , we apply the variation of
constants formula. Assume that
t
x t s C t exp y a s ds , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /0
where
a t , t G 0,Ž .
a t sŽ . ½ a t q t , yt F t - 0,Ž .
Ž . Ž .is a solution of Eq. 2.1 . Substituting this into 2.1 yields the condition
yt
C9 t q b t exp y a s ds C t y t s 0 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /0
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Ž . Ž .on C t . Assume that 2.4 has a solution of the form
t
C t s exp m b s ds , 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /0
where
b t , t G 0,Ž .
b t sŽ . ½ b t q t , yt F t - 0.Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting this into 2.4 , we find that 2.5 is a solution of 2.4 only if
yt
m q exp mb s y a s ds s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
that is,
t
m q exp a s y mb s ds s 0. 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž .Then, it is easy to see that if m satisfies 2.6 ,
t
x t s k exp mb s y a s ds , 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž .where k is a constant, is a solution of Eq. 2.1 .
Ž .Now, consider the original nonhomogeneous equation 1.1 . The varia-
Ž .tion of constants formula is applied again. Assume that 1.1 has a solution
of the form
t
x t s K t exp mb s y a s ds . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hp ž /0
Ž .Substituting this into 1.1 yields the condition
t
K 9 t q mb t K t y K t y t s f t exp a s y mb s ds .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hž /0
Recall that the integral of a periodic function is periodic if and only if the
Ž w x.function has mean value zero. Otherwise, it is ``D-periodic'' see 1 .
Ž .Hence, 2.7 is t-periodic if and only if
t
mb s y a s ds s 0. 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .If we assume that 2.9 holds, then by 2.6 , m s y1 and 2.9 becomes
t
a s q b s ds s 0. 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
Ž .Now, assume that 2.10 holds. Then
t
x t s exp y a s q b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hh ž /0
Ž .is a t-periodic solution of 2.1 , and so
t
x t s K t exp y a s q b s ds 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž . Ž .is a periodic solution of 1.1 if and only if K t is periodic. But, this means
Ž . Ž .that K t y K t y t s 0, and so the differential equation for K is
t
K 9 t s f t exp a s q b s ds .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
It follows that
ut
K t s f u exp a s q b s ds du.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hž /0 0
By noting that this function is the integral of a t-periodic function, we see
that it is a t-periodic function if and only if
t u
f u exp a s q b s ds du s 0. 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hž /0 0
Ž .Substituting this into 2.11 , we have the following result.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Assume that 2.10 and 2.12 hold. Then, for each c g R,
t
x t s c exp y a s q t q b s q t ds q x t , t G yt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H pž /0
where
t
x t s exp y a s q t q b s q t dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hp ž /0
ut
= f u exp a s q t q b s q t ds du ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hž /0 0
Ž .is a t-periodic solution of Eq. 1.1 .
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Remark 2. The equation
y9 t y a t y t y b t y t y t s 0 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .can be considered as the adjoint equation to Eq. 2.1 . Under the condi-
Ž . Ž .tions of Theorem 1, namely, conditions 2.10 and 2.12 ,
t
y t s exp a s q b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž . Ž . Ž .is a t-periodic solution of Eq. 2.13 such that x t y t ’ 1. Conditionh
Ž .2.12 is a kind of orthogonality condition in complete analogy with the
Ž wtheory of linear periodic systems without delay see Farkas 1, Theorem
x.2.1.3 .
3. ASYMPTOTICALLY PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
Ž . Ž .From Section 2, we know that under conditions 2.10 and 2.12 , Eq.
Ž .1.1 has t-periodic solutions. In this section, we are concerned with the
Ž .asymptotic behavior of all solutions of Eq. 1.1 . We will show that under
Ž .appropriate hypotheses, every solution of Eq. 1.1 asymptotically ap-
proaches a periodic solution of the equation.
First, we introduce lemmas that will be needed to prove our main result.
LEMMA 1. Consider the forced delay differential equation
y9 t q py t y g s g t , t G 0, 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where p and g are constants with g ) 0, and g is a continuous function.
Assume that
ye - pg - ey1 3.2Ž .
and
‘ u
yh s0g s e ds du exists,Ž .H Hž /0 uyg
where h is the unique root of the equation0
h q peyhg s 0 3.3Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .in the inter¤al y1rg , 1rg . If y t is a solution of 3.1 and
w x w xy t s c t for t g yg , 0 with c g C yg , 0 , R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
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then
tyh t yh s0 0lim y t e y g s e dsŽ . Ž .H½ 5n“‘ 0
1
s yh g01 y pg e
g0yh g yh u yh t0 0 0= c 0 y pe c u e du y g y t g t e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H½ yg 0
‘ tqg yh s0y g s e ds dt .Ž .H H 5ž /0 t
Ž .Proof. Condition 3.2 guarantees the existence and uniqueness of h .0
Set
z t s y t eyh 0 t , t G yg .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .From Eq. 3.1 , we see that z t satisfies
yh g yh t0 0z9 t s pe z t y z t y g q g t e , t G 0 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
with initial condition
z t s c t eyh 0 t for yg F t F 0.Ž . Ž .
Ž .Observe that 3.4 can be rewritten in the form
X
t yh s0z t y g s e dsŽ . Ž .H
0
t tygyh g yh s yh s0 0 0s pe z t y g s e ds y z t y g q g s e dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
tyh g yh s0 0q pe g s e ds, 3.5Ž . Ž .H
tyg
w .where g is a continuous extension of g to yg , ‘ . Set
t yh s0V t s z t y g s e ds, t G yg .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
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Ž . Ž .From 3.5 , we see that V t satisfies
tyh g yh g yh s0 0 0V 9 t spe V t yV tyg qpe g s e ds, t)0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
tyg
with initial condition
tyh t yh s0 0V t s c t e y g s e ds, yg F t F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
It then follows that
‘ utyh g yh g yh s0 0 0V t s pe V u du y pe g s e ds du q c,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /tyg t uyg
where
u0 0yh g yh u yh s0 0 0c s c 0 y pe c u e du y g s e ds duŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /yg yg 0
‘ u
yh s0y g s e ds du .Ž .H Hž /0 uyg
Noting that 1 y pg eyh 0 r ) 0, we define
c
W t s V t y , t G yg ,Ž . Ž . yh g01 y pg e
and so it follows that
‘ utyh g yh g yh s0 0 0W t s pe W u du y pe g s e ds du.Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /tyg t uyg
Then, by an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 1 in
w x2 , we can show that
lim W t s 0.Ž .
n“‘
Hence, we have
ctyh t yh s0 0lim y t e y g s e ds s . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .H yh g½ 5 01 y pg en“‘ 0
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Now, observe that
‘ u
yh s0g s e ds duŽ .H Hž /0 uyg
g u ‘ u
yh s yh s0 0s g s e ds du q g s e ds duŽ . Ž .H H H Hž / ž /0 uyg g uyg
g g u0 yh s yh s0 0s g s e ds du q g s e ds duŽ . Ž .H H H Hž /ž /0 uyg 0 0
‘ uqg
yh s0q g s e ds duŽ .H Hž /0 u
g u0 0 yh s yh s0 0s g s e ds du q g s e ds duŽ . Ž .H H H Hž / ž /yg u 0 0
‘ uqg
yh s0q g s e ds du.Ž .H Hž /0 u
Hence,
u0 0yh g yh u yh s0 0 0c s c 0 y pe c u e du y g s e ds duŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /yg yg 0
g u0 0 yh s yg s0 0y g s e ds du y g s e ds duŽ . Ž .H H H Hž / ž /yg u 0 0
‘ uqg
yh s0y g s e ds duŽ .H Hž /0 u
g0yh g yh u yh t0 0 0s c 0 y pe c u e du y g y t g t e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
yg 0
‘ tqg yh s0y g s e ds du ,Ž .H Hž /0 t
Ž .and so in view of 3.6 , the proof is complete.
LEMMA 2. Assume that
t t
ye - exp a s ds b s ds - exp y1 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
and
‘ ut
f u exp a s y m b s ds du dt exists, 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H 0ž /ž /0 tyt 0
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where m is the root of the equation0
t
m q exp a s y mb s ds s 0 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž t < Ž . < . Ž . Ž .in the inter¤al y1rH b s ds, 0 . If x t is a solution of Eq. 1.1 with0
w x w xx t s f t for t g yt , 0 , where f g C yt , 0 , R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
then
t
lim x t exp a s y m b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0½ ž /t“‘ 0
ut
y f u exp a s y m b s ds duŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 0 5ž /0 0
1
s
t t1 y exp H a s y m b s ds H b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 0
t
= c 0 y exp a s y m b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0½ ž /0
0 t
= f t b t q t exp a s q t y m b s q t ds dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 0ž /yt 0
t t
ysgn b t y s t exp a s y m b s ds f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H 0ž /0 0
‘ ¤qt t
ysgn b f t exp a s y m b s ds dt d¤ . 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H 0 5ž /ž /0 ¤ 0
Proof. For the purpose of convenience, we let
t t
< <A s exp a s ds and b s b s ds,Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
and set
t
y t s x t exp a s q t ds , t G t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /0
Ž . Ž .Since a t is t-periodic, it follows from Eq. 1.1 that
t
y9 t q Ab t y t y t s f t exp a s ds , t G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /0
3.11Ž .
t
y t s f t exp a s q t ds , yt F t F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /0
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Set
t
u s s t s sgn b b s q t ds, t G yt .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
y1 Ž .Observe that s exists, lim u t s ‘, andt “‘
s t y t s u y b , t G 0.Ž .
Hence, it follows that
t y t s sy1 u y b , u G 0.Ž .
Then the transformation
z u s y sy1 uŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž .reduces 3.11 to
z9 u q sgn b Az u y bŽ . Ž . Ž .
f sy1 u exp Hs
y1Žu.a s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .0s sgn b , u G 0Ž . y1b s uŽ .Ž .
and
y1Ž .s uy1z u s f s u exp a s q t ds , yb F u F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hž /0
Notice that
‘ uqg y1 s
y1Ž¤ .f s ¤ exp H a s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .0
exp yh ¤ d¤ duŽ .H H 0 y1ž /b s ¤Ž .Ž .0 u
‘ ¤qt tf t exp H a s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .t 0s exp yh sgn b b s dsŽ . Ž .H H H0ž /ž b tŽ .0 ¤ 0
=sgn b b t dt d¤Ž . Ž . /
‘ ¤qt t
s sgn b f t exp a s y m b s ds dt d¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H 0ž /ž /0 ¤ 0
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and so we see that the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Hence,
u y1 s
y1Ž¤ .f s ¤ exp H a s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .0
lim z u exp yh u y sgn b d¤Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 y1½ 5u“‘ b s ¤Ž .Ž .0
1
s
1 y sgn b Ab exp ybhŽ . Ž .0
= f 0 y sgn b A exp yh bŽ . Ž . Ž .0½
y10 Ž .s ¤y1= exp yh ¤ f s ¤ exp a s q t ds d¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H0 ž /yb 0
f sy1 ¤ exp Hsy1Ž¤ .a s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .b 0y b y ¤ exp yh ¤ sgn b d¤Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0 y1b s ¤Ž .Ž .0
y1y1 s Ž¤ .
‘ uqg f s ¤ exp H a s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .0y exp yh ¤ sgn b d¤ du ,Ž . Ž .H H 0 y1 5ž /b s ¤Ž .Ž .0 u
3.12Ž .
where h is the root of the equation0
h q sgn b Aeybh s 0Ž .
Ž . Ž .in the interval y1rb, 1rb . By noting that sgn b h s m is the root of0 0
Ž . Ž .Eq. 3.9 in the interval y1rb, 0 , we see that, for t G 0,
t
z u exp yh u s y t exp yh sgn b b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 0ž /0
t
s x t exp a s y sgn b h b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0ž /0
t
s x t exp a s y m b s ds .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0ž /0
In addition, observe that
0 y1Ž .s uy1exp yh u f s u exp a s q t ds duŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H0 ž /yb 0
0 t
s sgn b f t b t q t exp a s q t y m b s q t ds dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 0ž /yt 0
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and
f sy1 u exp Hs
y1Žu.a s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .b 0
b y u exp yh u duŽ . Ž .H 0 y1b s uŽ .Ž .0
t
tf t exp H a s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .t 0s t y s t exp yh sgn b b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H0ž / b tŽ .0 0
= sgn b b t dtŽ . Ž .
t t
s sgn b t y s t exp a s y m b s ds f t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H 0ž /0 0
Ž . Ž .Thus, we see that 3.10 follows from 3.12 , and this completes the proof
of the lemma.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Assume that 2.10 and 2.12 hold and either
t




b t - 0 and b s ds ) y1. 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .Then e¤ery solution of Eq. 1.1 is asymptotically periodic. In particular, if
Ž . Ž .x t is a solution of Eq. 1.1 with
w x wx t s f t for t g yt , 0 , where f g C yt , 0 , R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .
then
t
x t ; c*exp y a s q b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
t
q exp y a s q b s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
ut




t1 y H b s dsŽ .0
0 t
= f 0 y f t b t q t exp a s q t q b s q t ds dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H½ ž /yt 0
t t




s t s sgn b b s q t ds, t G yt .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž .Proof. First, assume that 3.13 holds. From 2.10 , we see that
t t
ln exp a s ds q b s ds s 0.Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
Ž t Ž . Ž t Ž . .Then, noting that ln exp H b s ds F exp H b s ds y 1, it follows that0 0
t t
ln exp a s ds q ln b s ds q 1 F 0,Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
that is,
t t
ln exp a s ds b s ds F y1.Ž . Ž .H Hž /ž /0 0
Here,
t 1tH aŽ s. d s0e b s ds F , 3.17Ž . Ž .H e0
Ž . t Ž .and so 3.7 in Lemma 2 holds. Now, since H a s ds ) y1, we see that0
Ž . t Ž .3.17 implies that H b s ds - 1.0
Ž . Ž .Next, assume that 3.14 holds. Then 2.10 implies
t t
< <ln exp a s ds y b t dt s 0.Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
t < Ž . < t < Ž . < t < Ž . <Since H b s ds - 1, we have ln H b s ds - 1 y H b s ds. Hence,0 0 0
t t
< <ln exp a s ds q ln b s ds y 1 - 0,Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
that is,
t t
< <ln exp a s ds b s ds - 1.Ž . Ž .H Hž /ž /0 0
It follows that
t t
< <exp a s ds b s ds - e,Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
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Ž . Ž .which again implies that 3.7 in Lemma 2 holds. From 2.10 and the fact
t < Ž . < Ž .that H b s ds - 1, we see that m s y1 is the root of Eq. 3.9 in the0 0
Ž t < Ž . < . Ž . Ž .interval y1rH b s ds, 0 . In addition, 2.12 clearly implies that 3.8 is0
satisfied. Hence, by Lemma 2,
t
lim x t exp a s q b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H½ ž /t“‘ 0
ut
y f u exp a s q b s ds du s c*,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 5ž /0 0
Ž . Ž .where c* is given by 3.16 . Thus, 3.15 holds and the proof of the theorem
is complete.
Ž .Remark 3. It is easy to see that not every solution of Eq. 1.1 is
Ž . Ž . Ž .t-periodic. For example, the solution x t with x t ’ f t ’ 0 for t g
w x Ž .yt , 0 is not a periodic solution. Otherwise, we would have x t ’ 0 for
Ž . Ž .t G yt , which is clearly not a solution of Eq. 1.1 unless f t ’ 0. It is
Ž .important to point out, however, that the right-hand side of 3.15 is a
Ž .periodic solution of the differential equation 1.1 . Hence, every solution
approaches a periodic solution of the equation.
Remark 4. Observe that the proof of Theorem 2 actually verifies
Remark 1 in Section 1 above.
EXAMPLE. To illustrate our results, consider the equation
x9 t q A q B cos t x t q yA q C cos t x t y 2p s D cos t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
EŽ .
where A, B, C, D g R. The hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied, and so
we see that, for any constant c,
D D
yŽ BqC .sin t yŽBqC .sin tx t s ce y e q , B q C / 0,Ž .
B q C B q C
or
x t s c q D sin t , B q C s 0,Ž .
Ž .is a 2p-periodic solution of E . Now suppose B q C / 0. It is easy to see
that if either
1




< <C - A - 3.149Ž .
2p
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holds, then the conditions of Theorem 2 are also satisfied. Now
t
s t s sgn b b s q 2p ds s At y C sin tŽ . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .if 3.149 holds. Hence, in this case,
D D
yŽ BqC .sin t yŽBqC .sin tx t ; c*e y e q , B q C / 0.Ž .
B q C B q C
3.159Ž .
For simplicity of illustration, suppose that the initial function is a constant,
Ž .i.e., f t ’ k for yt F t F 0. Then we see that
1 2p AD2p ŽBqC .sin tc* s k q k y D A e dt q . 3.169Ž . Ž .H½ 51 q 2p A B q C0
The dependence of the limiting form of the solution on the initial function
Ž . Ž .is clearly visible in 3.159 ] 3.169 .
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